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ABSTRACT
In   this  paper we present  a  method to generate  a digital  mosaic  starting  from a  raster   input   image.  Mosaics 
generation of artistic quality is challenging. The basic elements, the tiles, typically small polygons, must be packed 
tightly,   emphasizing  orientations  chosen by   the artist.  An ad­hoc boundaries  detection  have  to  be  performed 











Mosaics   are   artworks   constituted   by   cementing 
together   small   colored   tiles.   Probably,   they   are   the 
first example of image synthesis techniques based on 
discrete   primitives.   A   smart   and   judicious   use   of 
orientation, shape and size may allow to convey much 




emphasize   only   horizontal   and   vertical   lines.   Such 
artifacts  may  distract   the   observer   from   seeing   the 
overall picture described. To overcame such potential 




In  [Dib05a]  a   technique   able   to   render   traditional 
looking mosaics is presented. As the authors point out, 
the main problem to solve in the mosaic rendering is 
the   directional   guidelines   detection.   Directional 
guidelines  are  related  with   the   salient  edges  of   the 
image and the unsupervised detection is, “per se”, an 
interesting   and   challenging   problem.   Moreover, 
directional guidelines and edges are two related but 
different  features.  The use of classical edge detector 
algorithms   (for   example  [Mee01])   cannot  hence  be 
transferred without great care to the problem at hand.
The authors present also a simple technique to detect 
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theoretical and algorithmic deeper investigation.
In this paper we present another directional guidelines 
detection  technique  based on  the Gestalt  movement 
idea of the perceptual grouping [Kof22]. In particular, 
the statistical region merging algorithm  [Noc04]  has 
been   used.   This   method   allows   a   more   precise 
detection of the most important feature curves of an 
image,   taking   into   account   simple   statistical 
consideration in a pixel neighborhood.
We  extend   the   technique  presented   in  [Dib05a]  in 












The   rendering   of  “opus   vermiculatum”  mosaics 
requires  a  clear  separation between   foreground and 




covered   by   a   regular   grid   of   tiles   (eventually 
perturbed   by   a   random  noise   in   size,   position   and 
rotation).
The   rest   of   the   paper   is   organized   as   follows:   in 
Section   2   we   summarize   previous   related   works, 





Computer   Graphics   attempts   to   simulate   mosaics 
inscribe   themselves   into   the   broader   area   of   non­
photorealistic rendering (NPR).
Although mosaics are a traditional art form  attempts 
to   simulate   them   in   the   digital   realm   are   recent. 
Commercial   image   processing   software   provide 
“mosaic   filters”   to   obtain   tessellated   images   (the 
examples   in  Figure   3a   and  Figure   3b   have   been 
produced with Adobe Photoshop© [Ado06]).






image,  but   tile   shapes   are   too   variable  and  do not 
attempt to follow edge features (see  Figure 3c). This 
technique   is   also   available   in   many   user­end 
applications under the name of “crystallization” and it 
simulates the typical effect of some glass windows in 
the churches. In  [Dob02] Dobashi et al.  reprised  the 
Haeberli's idea obtaining good results (see Figure 3d). 
They use an optimization technique based on the edge 





















is   very   impressive,   but   even   in   this   case   no   edge 
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based   on   the   Antipole   strategy  [Can05];   the   same 
technique  has  been  previously  used   for   fast   texture 
synthesis [Bat03] and fast colorization of gray images 
[Dib03].
Hausner  [Hau01]  obtains   very   good   results   using 
centroidal   Voronoi   diagrams,   edge   features,  L1 
(Manhattan)   distance   and   graphic   hardware 
acceleration to optimize the results (Figure 3f). A very 
advanced   approach   to   the   rendering   of   traditional 
mosaics   is   presented   in  [Elb03].   This   technique   is 
based on offset  curves   that  get   trimmed­off   the  self 
intersecting   segments  with   the  guidance  of  Voronoi 
diagrams.   The   algorithm   requires   a   mathematical 
description of  the edges (e.g.  B­splines) allowing an 
accurate tile placement (Figure 3g). Other advantages 
of   this   approach   is   the   use   of   variable   size   tiles. 
Although   the   results   are   very   good   the   technique 
seems limited to the case of a single, user­selected and 
close   edge   curve.   As   previously  mentioned   another 
approach   for   the   generation   of   ancient  mosaics   is 
presented   in  [Dib05a];   this   approach   is   based   on 
directional   guidelines,   distance   transform, 
mathematical   tools   and   century   proved   ideas   from 
mosaicists leading out impressive results (Figure 3h).
Kim   and   Pellacini  [Kim02]  introduce   a   mosaicing 
technique  where   image   tiles  of  arbitrary   shapes  are 
used to compose the final picture.  The idea  is quite 
similar to the photomosaic, but the final effect is very 
different   and   interesting   (Figure   3i).  Another 
approach for the creation of the same kind of mosaics 
is presented in [Dib05c]; the described approach leads 








sophisticated kind  of   aesthetic  effects  different   than 
mosaics.
3. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In   this   Section   we   present   our   mosaic   algorithm 
describing   the   segmentation   algorithm   used   to 
distinguish   interactively   foreground  and  background 
areas together with the details needed to obtain the 
“opus vermiculatum” mosaics.
3.1  Statistical   Perceptual   Grouping 
Segmentation for Guidelines Detection
Segmentation   is   a   process   useful   to   subdivide   an 
image  into   its  meaningful   regions,  corresponding   to 
objects represented in a scene. An image segmentation 









segmentation   technique   able   to   capture   the   main 
structural   components   of   a   digital   image   using   a 
simple but effective statistical analysis.
SRM is based on two components:





Input: an image I
Let  SI be  the  set  of  the  4-connexity 
couples of adjacent pixel in I.
S’I=Order_increasing(SI, f);
For i=1 to |S’I| do
  If R(pi)≠R(p’i) and P(R(pi),R(p’i)) = true 
then Union(R(pi), R(p’i))
end For
f(p,  p’)   is   a   real­valued   function,   with  p  and  p’ 
adjacent (4­connexity) pixels in I. f is used to establish 
the Merging Order (i.e.  Order_increasing(SI,  f)).  The 
function f used in our case approximates the following 




factor;   it   allows   to   control   the   coarseness   of   the 
segmentation.   In   our   case  we   use   a   high  merging 
factor   value   to   force   an   explicit   over­segmentation 
needed for our purposes (as described in Section 3.2).
It is straightforward to verify that the time asymptotic 
complexity   is   linear   in   the  number  of  pixels  of   the 
image.
SRM   has   been   recently   successfully   used   for 
microarray  analysis   ([Bat06b]).  Experimental   results 
show that  SRM can be effectively used to solve  the 
guidelines detection problem.
3.2   Rendering   of   Opus   Vermiculatum 
Mosaics
In order to produce an “opus vermiculatum” mosaic, 
an   “a   priori”   segmentation   of   the   input   images   is 
needed:   as   previously   stated   such  artistic  mosaic   is 
characterized by the different styles used to place tiles 
in   the   foreground   and   in   the   background.   In   the 
foreground, tiles are placed as in the “opus musivum” 
mosaic,   while   in   the   background   tiles   have   to   be 
placed   in  a   regular  grid,   eventually  perturbed  by  a 
random noise in size, position and rotation.




It  could be possible   to use some algorithms able   to 
automatically find foreground and background regions 
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in an image (see for example  [Kim05] and  [Pic04]): 
these   methods   are   often   imprecise   and   noise 
dependent   giving   out,   for   our   purposes,   poor   and 






(over­merged)   segmentation,   but   sufficiently   precise 
for our aims. Second, an user­friendly GUI allows the 




























image.   It   is   possible   to   perform   an   “a­priori” 
morphological operation of erosion on the mask image 





the  foreground/background mask  image  (Figures  4c 
and 4e, respectively) and of the snake size.
3.3   Foreground   Rendering   of   Opus 
Musivum Mosaics
In   this   Subsection  we  briefly  present   the   technique 
able   to   create   “opus  musivum”  mosaics.   Using   the 
directional guidelines the algorithm first evaluates for 
each   pixel   of   the   image   the   distance   transform 
[Har92], i.e. its minimum distance from any guideline 
pixel,   obtaining   a   matrix   (dtM).   The   use   of   the 
distance transform in the field of NPR was previously 





gM  x , y =arctan
dtM  x , y1−dtM  x , y−1 
dtM  x1, y −dtM  x−1, y 
(1)
llM  x , y ={1 if moduledtM  x , y ,2⋅tSize=02 if module dtM  x , y ,2⋅tSize=tSize0 elsewhere (2)
where  tSize  is   an   user­selected   integer   value   that 
denotes the size for the tiles. Their meaning is clearly 
shown  in  Figure  5  (in  Figure  5b,  black  pixels  have 
value 1, green pixels have value 2).
a. The gradient matrix b. The level line matrix
Figure  5.   Visual   representation   of   the   matrices 
used by the algorithm.
The  algorithm  is   ready   to  place   the   tiles   using   the 
pixels   in  llM  with value 2.  Observe that such pixels 
form   chain­like   sequences.   More   precisely   the 
algorithm proceeds as follows:
• while there are chains of pixels with value 2 not 






path   (the  orientation  of   the   tiles   is   assigned 
using   the   gradient   information   from   matrix 
gM).
The distance along the chain that separates successive 
tiles   is   equal   to  sSize  when   tiles   of   dimension 
tSizexsSize have been adopted.











1. the   overlapping   of   tiles   is   easily   detected 
maintaining a boolean mask of covered pixels. If a 
tile to be placed contains pixels already covered by 
previously   placed   tiles   we   change   the   original 
rectangular   shape  of   the   tile  “cutting  away”   the 
overlapping pixels (see Figures 6a and 6b);






completely   carried   out   a   couple   of   post­processing 








uniform   color   equal   to   the   color   of   the   pixel 
corresponding to its center in the source image. Other 




To   illustrate   the   effectiveness   of   the   proposed 
technique we report both pictorial examples and some 
quantitative   results.   The   algorithm   has   been 
implemented in Java2 Standard Edition 1.4.2 and all 
experiments have been carried out on a PC Athlon XP­
M   1800+,   192MB  RAM,   with  Windows   XP   Home 
Edition. To allow the real testing of the performances 
of   the   proposed   technique   an   applet   is   available 
[Bat06a],   at   the   same   URL   is   also   possible   to 
download a JGimp plug­in and a Java application. Our 




for   SRM equals   to  3,   a   kernel   size   for   the   erosion 
morphological  operation proportional  to the number 
of lines of tiles snaking around the foreground and a 








modern   art   sources   like   Cézanne's   painting   and 
Antonello da Messina artworks (Figures, 7c, 7d and 8, 
respectively).   Figures  7a   and  7b   prove   the 















artificial   mosaics   achieving   an   impressive   visual 




1. a different  strategy for choosing,   in case of  tile 
overlapping,  which   tile  has   to be  cut.  Heuristic 
rules   or,   perhaps,   randomized   choices   could 
produce different outcomes;
2. automatic optimized choices of tile scale relative 
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to each input image is an open problem worth of 
further investigations;
3. generalization   of   our   “mosaicists'   heuristic”   to 
other kind of primitive based on NPR processing 
seems possible and quite promising;







issue   (see   for   example   extensions   proposed   in 
[Noc05]);
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a. b.
c. d.
Figure  8. The Antonello da Messina painting  a.,   the background/foreground mask  b.  together with two 
different mosaics obtained using respectively the tile size 5x10 on c. and 3x6 on d..
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